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ABSTRACT
Multi-market models have been widely applied to foresight analyses of agricultural and trade policies in national
and regional development contexts (van Tongeren, et al., 2001). Underlying many models of this characterization is
a similar approach in that the behaviors of major players in the economy are represented as sets of demand and
supply equations. However, the unavailability of reliable data with good global coverage, particularly for
smallholder systems in developing countries, may have meant that the livestock sector has mostly seen highly
aggregated, extremely simplified representation in global economic models, with limited applicability to (pro-poor)
policy and development strategy (Nicholson 2007).
In this paper we discuss the various ways in which livestock production systems can be incorporated into economic,
partial-equilibrium, multi-market models, and the challenges that are encountered in trying to accurately represent
the ways in which production and feed mechanisms vary across crop-livestock systems. In this work, the authors
aim to bring a better understanding of the feed requirements within key livestock systems for both monogastrics, as
well as small and large ruminants, and explore where feed substitution, efficiency improvements and possibilities for
introducing markets may be possible. Agro-ecological and other constraints on substitutability of feed sources such
as crop residues and grass from grazing lands (for mainstream feed grains and concentrates) are incorporated in the
modeling framework.
In the paper, we address a number of challenges that are faced when trying to incorporate a better representation of
livestock production systems. Foremost among these is the challenge of reconciling the scientific understanding of
livestock feed requirements and production characteristics with the available FAO national data on production,
consumption and trade balances – which often have to be re-calculated in order to remain consistent with more
disaggregate data on systems-specific livestock numbers and production (Havlik et al., 2011). One dimension of that
challenge lies in accounting for the numbers of animals in the ‘follower’ herd that are not being slaughtered or
milked, but still require feed – whereas national statistics tend to neglect this part of the herd in favor of reporting
production.
Another key challenge to incorporating livestock production systems into market equilibrium models is the fact that
whereas the allocation of internationally traded animal feeds (such as feedgrains and concentrates) can be modeled
within a price-driven, static, equilibrium framework – the growth of ruminant herd numbers requires a more
dynamic framework in which the stocks of animals have to be distinguished from the ‘flow’ of new animal births,
deaths and offtake for slaughter.
We use an economic, multi-market modeling approach – and describe the necessary enhancements for addressing
livestock. This enables us to carry out projections of production gains, food and feed demand increases, and the
necessary flows of trade out into the future. The modeling framework also has flexibility to incorporate the potential
feed by-products coming from activities like biofuels production.
Key areas for technology improvements, efficiency gains and policy interventions are highlighted in the paper, to
help guide important, ongoing policy discussions.
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